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Thesis Abstract

security and the gradually growing need for a feeling of safety is nothing 
that cannot be traced throughout history, however it seems that traditional 
and modern systems have been achieved through the implementation of 
security systems.  it is inevitable that upon entering a public space, public 
building, or even private sectors that one is drawn to notice the clutter that 
these modern forms of surveillance and safety measures have created.  if 
we look at the way security has been addressed into the built environment, 
it seems that there may be a disconnect between what has been achieved and 
what an appropriate solution could be.  surveillance cameras, alarm systems, 
and so forth have been used to give the occupant whether permanent or 
temporary a somewhat “false” sense of security.  

especially following the events of 9-11, more and more emphasis has been 
placed on security methods and protecting our nation and people, however it 
seems that a more proactive approach to solving some of the rising security 
issues and flaws can be implemented into the design process in the early 
stages.  how can architecture and aesthetic design bridge the gap that has 
been created through modern forms of security systems?

crime prevention through environmental design (cpted) is a modern day 
concept that has taken the approach of doing just that in a particular manner.  
in theory the idea of preventing and deterring crime through the design 
process is a good approach to solving some problems created with modern day 
security systems, but it seems that there needs to still be some revisions to 
the method. for example, one popular way cpted has been practiced is through 
creating gated communities for residents.  although this is a step in the right  
direction, as we may be eliminating or reducing the number of alarm systems 
and surveillance cameras, this somewhat cautious approach is not an end all 
solution to the issue. 
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is the solution for the issue raised merely a tactic that attempts to segregate a 
portion or portions of a community so that the feeling of security is present?
through the investigations and research this thesis will attempt to build off 
of the ideas created through cpted methods and improve the way we as users 
of the built environment achieve our sense of security.  so again the question is 
raised.  how can architecture and aesthetic design bridge the gap that has been 
created through modern forms of security systems?  

how can modern principles of security be re-defined and enhanced  
to define the built environment for a specific  user group within 
a community in a way that bridges security and safety, and the 
surrounding environment?



“At the end of the day, the goals are simple: safety and 
security.”
            -jodi rell
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Thesis Paper

Introduction

Safety is represented by a feeling of being safe or being protected against 
any threatening event or occurrence.  This feeling is very important when 
considering how an individual perceives a space; where a positive feeling 
translates into a positive perception, the same is true when a feeling of 
unease or discomfort is present; there is a negative perception of that space.  
Safety is afforded to an individual by the implementation of security including 
systems both readily apparent and those less obvious such as the particular 
spatial manipulations and adjacencies of a given space.

Physical boundaries usually include fences, gates, or bars that coupled with 
other security measures such as cameras give the perception that that space 
and its users are protected against the threat of danger.  The objective of 
these traditional measures is to give a positive perception, however being 
surrounded by these measures begs the user to question whether or not 
the possibility for a potential risk is present.  Safety, as it relates to an 
individual deals with the idea that the space is free from danger and any 
potential threat.  Security represents the devices that are in place that give 
the potential for an individual to perceive a certain space a certain way.  Based 
on the traditional methods of security that we rely on, it is important as a 
designer to question the approach that is currently being taken by employing 
such tangible elements to accomplish this.  How can security become an 
element that is more integral into the design process, using environmental 
elements in the arrangement of a space, and not relying solely on traditional 
measures to accomplish this objective?
 
The goal of this thesis is to challenge current methods and measures of 
security that are employed.  Modern day security seems to be more of an add-on
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to buildings, rather than qualities that are manifested throughout the 
design process.  “Bridging Safety and Security” refers to the process of 
bridging building security with a sense of safety amongst users of the built 
environment.  This bridging will be achieved through expanding on traditional 
means of security and drawing from environmental design guidelines provided 
by Oscar Newman, Jane Jacobs, and CPTED (Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design).  Rather than providing a “false” sense of protection 
for users, security will be achieved by using environmental design techniques 
to provide the sense and feeling that one is free from threats and dangers 
in a given space.  Through a process of observing, engaging, and identifying, a 
program with a strong need for internal and external security will develop 
in which the main focus will be on creating a space in which environmental 
design criteria is employed so that the space is experienced as being free from 
vulnerabilities. 

“Bridging Safety and Security” will take on the role of filling a gap that has 
been created when designing security in the built environment, moving away 
from the traditional security measures that we rely so heavily upon, and 
shifting towards designing the surrounding environment as a strong element 
in the security approach.

Inside or Outside

What does it mean to protect the inside from the outside, or to protect the 
outside from the inside?  This is the very question that is raised and considered 
when talking about the importance of keeping people inside of something 
safe by protecting them from the outside.  This can be seen as one of the 
overarching goals of security systems from the beginning, security systems 
are in place to keep individuals or users of a space free from harm or threats.  
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Again this discussion of inside or outside can be traced back historically to 
the same roots as early security methods.  The goal in most cases of security 
is to ensure that people within a place, location, or structure are free from 
harm and feel that they are safe in an area.  But when does this discussion 
begin to cross the line, or in other words, is there a point to which there is 
a shift from protection to segregation.  In order to examine what it means 
to protect inside and outside, two specific examples will be examined.  The 
first is border patrol and the second are gated communities, which will 
also be studied as an anti-precedent for the purpose of this thesis.  For the 
examination of these two instances, I will refer to them as edge conditions, 
meaning the manner in which the defined edge protects inside from outside will 
become the focus as to determine the strengths and weaknesses.

The first edge condition that we will examine as stated above will be 
border patrol.  Border patrol was first established in 1924 as a response 
to the increasing number of illegal immigration entries the United States 
was experiencing (cbp.gov, 2010).  Through time, although immigration has 
continued to be a large concern, many other concerns have risen, and the 
responsibility of protecting the citizens of the United States from external 
threats has been a continuing challenge.  It is evident to see, that is the 
main purpose and goal of border security, it protects inside from outside 
by monitoring and filtering who comes and leaves the country.   The U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security states, “Since the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, 2001, the focus of the Border Patrol has changed to detection, 
apprehension and/or deterrence of terrorists and terrorist weapons.”  The 
terrorist attacks of 9/11 changed the way that security was addressed on 
a national level, however that is particularly important when considering a 
system that is responsible for protecting an entire nation.  The example of 
Border Patrol demonstrates a method in which the inside is being protected 
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from any outside threats.  Border patrol is a system that has been integrated 
into our way of life, especially living here in Detroit, we understand its 
significance, rather than being seen as trying to segregate the United States 
from outside countries, border patrol acts to integrate them all while 
ensuring the safety of the citizens within.   

We can look to gated communities as a way to examine a method in which 
protecting the inside from the outside has shifted from integration to 
segregation.  Gated communities are becoming increasingly popular especially 
as the need for safety and security continues to grow.  These communities 
operate in a manner in which residential housing is surrounded by gates, 
and in most instances people who enter and exit are strictly monitored.  The 
purpose of these communities serve to give people a feeling of safety, by 
monitoring people who come and go, they are going to be less subjected to 
the threat of crime, there is a greater sense of perceived safety inside of the 
gates.  Again looking at the inside versus the outside, the goal similarly to 
border patrol is to keep people inside safe from outside threats, only on a 
much smaller scale.  However the main difference comes in the manner in which 
this objective is reached between these two instances.  Integration is the main 
factor for border patrol, this element is lacking with gated communities.  
Gated communities attempt to reduce crime and offer a feeling of safety by 
segregating individuals from outside of the gates.  Rather than integrating 
security features and measures into the context of the residential community 
as a means to combat crime individuals are removed from activities outside 
of the gates.  Many of these communities offer a large number of amenities 
directly within the gates; so if we examine the concept of Live, Work, Play, two 
out of three of those elements are spent segregated within the confines of 
the gates.  For this reason gated communities are examined for this thesis as an 

anti-precedent.  The goal will be aimed at integrating a program into an urban 
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neighborhood all while ensuring that critical safety and security 
goals are met without segregation.  

Methods of Security

It is evident that safety and security have played a significant 
role historically as well.  Early forms of security measures can 
be seen through the implementation of walls in many cases.   As 
early as the 8th century, the city of Jericho was surrounded 
by a wall as a way to protect citizens within from any outside 
attacks or invaders (Blakley, 2009). Walls were built as a way to 
protect a place, usually a city in early times against the threat 
of war or of an attack, the purpose of the wall as a barrier was 
to defend and keep safe what was inside that barrier.  The walls 
that were present in early times served as a safety barrier, the 
general purpose was to protect the inner communities from 
various external threats.  Other methods of security that were 
employed historically included the use of moats and drawbridges, 
in most cases isolating a castle by surrounding it by water and 
controlling the access to and from.  This can be seen as somewhat 
of a shift to surrounding an entire city with a wall, this approach, 
although usually man-made, begins to challenge the notion that 
the environment can be used as a method to be employed as a 
security measure.

There is a common misconception that security is really only 
an important design factor when designing for prison and jail 
systems because of the threat that exists to keep individuals safe 
on either side of a prison gate; however by taking a deeper analysis 
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one can understand that many of the same principles apply when designing 
correctional facilities that do when designing everyday site locations for 
individuals.   Many surveillance and design layouts can be traced to early 
prison designs, as designing security within a facility is one of the most critical 
elements because it pertains to keeping users of both internal and external 
environments safe.  Similar to the importance of complete visibility when 
designing the environment, the importance of visibility and surveillance were 
the key drivers in how early prison and jail designs emerged and developed 
through time.   First generation models of correctional facilities were 
designed in a linear fashion, which limited the amount of visibility that officers 
had to observe individuals from their single fixed location.  These models 
were laid out as such that the unit would be comprised of a long corridor.  
Individual cells would occupy either side of the corridor and at one end or the 
other would be the fixed location for the officers of the facility, this design 
was limiting in the sense that it didn’t allow the officers to have complete 
visibility of the cells, the arrangement of elements limited the success of this 
model.  As systems developed so did the design of the correctional facilities 
from which the podular design emerged.  The podular design allowed officers 
to have direct contact with individuals while also utilizing remote supervision.  
This design, contrary to the linear design arranged the cells under a pod like 
organization and placed the correctional officers directly in the middle of 
the cell arrangement, allowing the officers a 360 degree view both directly 
and under remote circumstances.   Technological advances outside of the 
facilities allowed for this shift to occur, as remote supervision was able to 
couple direct supervision to allow complete and maximum visibility within the 
correctional institutions. 

These advances in security in the correctional facility are parallel with the 
changes and shifts that have been made when designing security in individual’s
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everyday environments.  Security can be examined on two 
different levels, public and private.  In both cases there have 
been increasing efforts in protecting people and keeping the 
population free from harm and danger.  In the private setting, 
usually pertaining to residential structures, security has become 
increasingly prevalent especially with the current economic 
situation.  Even more so is true of the nature of security in public 
facilities.  Especially following the events of 9-11, there has been 
a large shift and investment in the area of protecting people 
through the use of security devices, it is impossible to enter 
any public facility and not be greeted by some sort of security 
measure, whether it is internal security, external security or both.  
Since those events the immediate response was about recognizing 
vulnerabilities where they are present and employing the proper 
response and although current measures may now seem somewhat 
in your face, the intentions of these are a combination of 
protecting both internally and externally our nations people and 
resources.  

Tangible Security 

The need for security and safety in every aspect of built 
environment is not a new phenomenon, however as has been 
stated there has been a growing emphasis on the manners in which 
safety is achieved through the use of security devices.  All of the 
current security measures and devices act independently to serve 
a specific function, however together they develop an instance 
for a location in which the goal is to protect.  Fences, public 
safety, security cameras, closed circuit television, are all 
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very common devices that we have become familiar with due to the increased 
need for security especially in the public realm.  Fences usually serve a 
purpose of keeping unwanted persons out of areas by defining spaces that 
should and should not be occupied.  The goal of these barriers is to keep 
people safe, to present the feeling that unwanted individuals and threats will 
not be able to access places because of the barrier that is in place, however 
this is not always the case.  As was studied for the purpose of this thesis, and 
is later discussed in detail, some individuals view fences and physical barriers 
more as creating a feeling of disconnection or isolation between different 
spaces.  The same is true of the other modern security measures and devices 
that we rely upon, the objective of all of these systems is that they work 
together to create a uniform sense of safety within a space, again that is not 
always the case.  In some cases individuals perceive all of these measures 
as being indications that the potential for risk is there, which is why these 
systems are in place.  So with the question of, do these measures rely protect 
us from danger and risk, yes they do, however other elements are necessary to 
be included to truly allow users to perceive that they are safe and free from 
danger. 

Intangible Security

The work of Oscar Newman and his theory of Defensible Space in the early 
1970’s is a contributing factor for those principles that were later developed 
by CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design).  The basis 
of his theory was rooted in the interaction between individuals and their 
surrounding environment, more specifically their environment becoming 
defensible space.  Newman, who was an architect, developed this model 
based on social control and crime prevention through social environments.  
Defensible space is a theory in which residents can be involved to reduce
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criminal activity.  Physical space constructs, streets, and grounds are 
all areas in which residents can work together with the common goal of 
eliminating criminal activity through creating an instance of Defensible Space 
within the neighborhood.  Similar to some of the principles earlier discussed 
pertaining to cpted, Newman’s theory describes a process of environmental 
design in which image, surveillance, and territorial reinforcement play a large 
role in the manner in which residents can create a Defensible Space.  Newman’s 
work evolved out of a study in which he compared crime rates in high-rise 
housing developments to low-rise developments.  Through his research, 
Newman discovered that within the confines of high-rise housing, individuals 
were unable to gain a sense of individuality or identity.  The surveillance 
techniques of identifying suspicious individuals as potential threats was not 
able to exist because the environment and the people had little interaction 
and no identity among one another, some criminals were able to blend in with 
the surroundings and many of these complexes proved to be unsafe.  Newman 
compared the findings within high-rise developments to those of low-rise 
complexes and found that in most cases the exact opposite occurred, some 
groups of individuals were usually able to create an identity within their 
neighborhood, and these elements worked to control and maintain the social 
norms of the neighborhood.  In the low-rise setting for example individuals 
blended with the environment and created an identity in which one fed off of 
the other, the complexes were designed in a manner that allowed surveillance 
to occur, and because an identity had been established this lessened the fact 
that criminal activity would be able to foster within that given space (Newman, 
1972).

In  “The Death and Life of Great American Cities,” Jane Jacobs addresses and 
critiques how the qualities of specific elements for example, the sidewalk, 
relates directly to safer environment.  Her work and theories also had a 
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large influence on the principles later developed by CPTED (Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design).  Jacobs addresses the fact that the sidewalk 
identifies a demarcation between public and private space, stressing the 
environmental design element of reinforcing territoriality, which follows 
the understanding of clearly distinguishing between the different functions 
of spaces.  The purpose of the sidewalk is to serve as a transitional element, 
but also as an element that distinguishes between public, the street, and 
private, residential housing.  Similar to investigations that Newman conducted 
on environmental design and public housing, Jacobs studied the differences 
between the purpose of a sidewalk in a residential setting and that same 
sidewalk present amongst a high-rise development.  “Eyes on the Street,” a 
well-known theory in which Jacob’s describes the idea that in the residential 
setting there are always people watching the street, and essentially watching 
out for one another.  This theory is better described using the example that 
in a residential setting a mother that is sitting on her porch watching her kids 
play in the street can be confident that if she has to run inside for a moment 
someone else in the neighborhood will continue to watch her kids, because 
there are always eyes watching the street.  This is not the case with high rise 
housing, by taking residents and moving them up off of the street those eyes 
that used to watch the street, and the sense of community that came along 
with it, is no longer there.  A similar situation occurs in which surveillance 
plays a large role, again similar to Newman, in the residential setting strangers 
are easily identified because of the “eyes on the street,” but that is lost in 
high rise complexes, because of the lack of identity and unity in the instance 
of many high-rise complexes strangers blend in with the rest of the residents.  
Surveillance, which plays a critical role in successful environmental design, 
was lost with the shift of moving housing upwards into high-rise complexes 
compared to the typical residential neighborhood (Jacobs, 1972).
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Today’s process usually follows the understanding that architects and 
designers create safe environments and buildings by following building 
codes.  The gap in ensuring that these buildings and environments are safe is 
then filled by the addition of tangible systems including fences, gates and 
cameras.  However, there is a process of designing secure environments that 
sees that the architects and designers are involved in the entire process.  This 
system known as CPTED, or Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
is a system that was a response to the work of Oscar Newman and creating 
Defensible Space.  CPTED was designed by both security professionals 
and architects working together to develop a standard that was based on 
using environmental design factors to create safety and security.  CPTED 
is comprised of 5 design principles that work together to fill the voids left 
from traditional security measures. 

The first and seemingly most important principle is that of natural 
surveillance which encompasses the idea of the “see and be seen” theory, in 
which visibility is maximized within a space.  The manner in which the building, 
landscaping, pathways, lighting and other elements are laid out, provide the 
user of that environment maximum visibility in the space.  The objective is that 
seeing everyone and being seen at all times helps to diminish the opportunity 
for crime to occur in a given area.  The second principle is territorial 
reinforcement, which means clearly distinguishing between public and private 
spaces.  By properly distinguishing between these spaces the opportunity 
for crime is reduced because offenders are less likely to travel into areas 
that seem to be more private; ownership also plays a significant role in this 
principle because individuals gain a familiarity and take ownership of the public 
spaces that they occupy.  Access control is a principle in that deals with the 
transition of users through an environment, again by distinguishing between 
public and private spaces.  Defining pathways is a key element because by doing
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so the opportunity for criminal activity is lessened because criminals can 
often be seen before they cause harm.  Keeping pedestrian traffic flowing in 
a constant motion reduces the chance that an offender will be able to blend 
into the fabric of a public space.  Activity support places activities within given 
areas that lessen the risk for a threat or for criminal activity; this principle 
uses all of the other principles to locate activities.  The final and another 
very important principle is maintenance.  This principle relates to the idea that 
a positive appearance will attract positive perception and influence other 
appearances within a space or neighborhood, and vice versa (Design Center 
for CPTED, 2010).  Dr. James Wilson and George Kelling better describe this 
principle as the “broken window theory.”  They explain that when a broken 
window is allowed to exist in a neighborhood, the neighborhood appears 
broken and to an extent attracts criminal behavior and activity.  By allowing 
one occurrence in a neighborhood the image is that no one cares and this 
increases the chances that one will influence a chain of carelessness and 
unrepaired buildings (Vandelay, 2011).

The goal of this thesis again, is to build off of all of these principles that have 
been presented by Newman, Jacobs, and CPTED.  It is important to understand 
that these three works, Newman, Jacobs, and the principles of CPTED all speak 
the same language about how residents and designers can use the environment 
to lessen the likelihood for criminal activity within a space or a neighborhood.  
Although these are three separate works and authors, the ideas are the same.  
CPTED, the newest principle to emerge in environmental design, uses the work 
of Newman specifically, and also of Jacobs as a foundation to the design 
criteria that it presents.  It is my goal and belief that these principles will 
become a starting point for the environmental design that will bridge the gap 
that is created from architects and designers relying so heavily on modern day 
security devices.  That gap will be filled by extending the role of the architect 
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to consider how environmental changes and theories can be incorporated 
into design and through a process that will combine with other security 
measures to ensure that safety is reached within a site. 

Process of Creating Safety

As a way to define a user group in which safety and security were an important 
aspect, Homeboy Industries was studied as a precedent for this thesis.  
Homeboy Industries is a gang rehabilitation facility located in Los Angeles, 
CA.  The facility offers many services that educate and rehabilitate young 
gang members with the goal of integrating them back as contributing members 
of society.  What is important to understand about this facility is the way it 
confronted the problem that Los Angeles faces with gangs by placing the 
intervention directly in the center of the area.  The best way to revitalize a 
broken or suffering neighborhood is to take the problem head on, and that 
is what Homeboy has done.  They have created an identity for themselves by 
placing themselves in the exact location where they have been subject to 
violence, break-ins, and other crimes.  Homeboy continues to operate and 
be successful in rehabilitating formerly at risk gang members by ensuring 
that individuals seeking help are properly integrated back into society.  The 
program offers a wide range of educational and job-training courses that 
allow individuals to develop necessary skills to make it on their own once the 
program has been completed.

Another precedent that was studied for the purpose of understanding 
fully the capacity to which residents can play a key factor in reducing 
crime by designing the environment was a Neighborhood Watch program.  
Neighborhood Watch programs are formed around the idea that the residents 
and citizens of a particular area take the lead role in the approach and become 
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the “eyes and ears” of the neighborhood.  The residents work side by side with 
law enforcement in an effort to reduce criminal activity within their given com-
munity.  In many cases communities that have enacted watch programs also modi-
fy elements of their existing environment to create space or spaces that along 
with the cooperation of law enforcement work to reduce and deter criminal 
activity.  Examples of this include instances where crime-ridden streets have 
been closed and bollards have been put in place as a way to shut down a high 
traffic drug transit.  By being the eyes and ears of the street, the residents 
know better than anyone what it is in a neighborhood that is wrong, and the 
watch programs allow residents to enable elements and functions that com-
bat the criminal behavior.  Specifically Lakewood, CO was chosen as an example 
of this concept.  This area has had an enacted watch program among the resi-
dents for a few years, and as a way to study its effectiveness crime was studied 
and compared among areas in Colorado that didn’t have watch programs and 
those that did.  Auto thefts, burglaries and vehicle break-ins were compared 
and on average there was a 12% reduction in crime among all of these areas in 
watch neighborhoods compared to neighborhoods without watch programs.  A 
strong initiative for change and modifying environmental features can have a 
large impact on how areas are perceived and how they can be effective in re-
ducing criminal activity.  

Similar to the approach that Homeboy Industries took in creating an interven-
tion for gang members, this thesis will identify a need within a neighborhood in 
Detroit and place an intervention in the area with the goal of revitalizing the 
neighborhood through a community initiative, while focusing on implementing 
the design principles that have been introduced based on the works of Newman, 
Jacobs, and CPTED. 
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Through the process depicted the two user groups that were chosen to focus 
on were adults and children, and the programs for each were a substance 
abuse facility and a youth center.  The programs were chosen through 
observation and research through community engagement.  Through these 
interactions it was discovered that there was a large drug problem in the 
area and a lack of amenities for the youth of the area.  They face many of the 
drug problems that their elders in the neighborhood face because there are 
no effective means of prevention in place for them.  As a way to continue to 
engage and support the programs that were chosen for the neighborhood, a 
meeting with a local school was arranged as a way to find out what elements 
would be important to incorporate into a youth center.  .  The goal of the 
youth center will be to provide both recreational and educational activities 
that will provide kids the opportunity to get off of the street and give them 
a place to go.  The main focus will also be on providing necessary steps and 
information about drug prevention for the youth as a way to ensure that they 

ENGAGE COMMUNITY

OBSERVESITE

USER GROUP

SUBSTANCE ABUSE FACILITY
                             +
            YOUTH CENTER

IDENTIFY SECURITY
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don’t take the road of substance abuse.  The substance abuse facility, similar 
to the approach that Homeboy has taken with combating gangs, will offer 
a program and facility that takes the approach of offering a all inclusive 
method of treatment of individuals.  Meaning that the process will start with 
individually tailoring a program based on specific individuals and see them 
throughout the entirety of the program, with a strong emphasis on treating 
the family both during and after the process has been completed.  Although 
these programs will be separate in nature, they will work together to 
rebuild families that have been torn apart from substance abuse.  Since the 
neighborhood and the programs for the user groups have been established, the 
main focus of the thesis will be to create a safe and secure environment for 
both the users of the facilities as well as for residents of the neighborhood.

Defining Location

The City of Detroit was the area that was ultimately chosen to focus attention 
for the site for this thesis.  Detroit offers many unique circumstances that 
make it the ideal location for a project in which safety and security will be 
the defining goal.  As discussed earlier, Detroit can be seen as having an edge 
condition pertaining to the international border that we have with Canada.  
Along with this condition, Detroit has longed for a sense of safety and 
security in many areas.  Detroit offers many unique instances in which the 
opportunity exists for an area to be chosen and for environmental design to 
lead the approach that is taken to repair a broken neighborhood.  

The specific neighborhood that has been chosen for the intervention is 
located on Detroit’s Eastside near the intersection of Jefferson and Alter 
Rd.  The neighborhood has experienced much loss in the current economic 
situation and as a result many lots have been wiped clear and many of the
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homes that once existed in the neighborhood have since become vacant.  The 
site being so close to the intersection of Jefferson and Alter Rd. is unique in 
the manner that it feels like it is so distant because of the devastation that the 
area has experienced.  In its current state the area is being used for nothing 
more than a dumping ground and a snapshot of what used to occupy the 
neighborhood.  The site is also unique because of the many different elements 
that it offers to be incorporated into the youth center and substance abuse 
facility.  The substance abuse facility will occupy the main site and across 
the street is a vacant park that will serve as the youth center through the 
revitalization of the park.  Other elements surrounding the site include 
a vacant church, a school, and a number of vacant homes and multi-family 
complexes; all of which will be incorporated into the two facilities.  As a way 
to revitalize the neighborhood as a whole the vacant homes will be used as 
transitional housing for those who wish to have that option once the program 
has been completed.   By challenging the notion of security and how safety 
is experienced, the goal is to revitalize a neighborhood that has lacked that 
feeling by enacting elements that grant a space the opportunity to give the 
sense of safety and security that is needed.
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Final Thought

In recent years, and especially following the events of 9/11, there has been an 
increased desire to be certain that facilities are safe and secure from outside 
threats and dangers.  The design process as it currently stands usually 
affords security to only be addressed by architects following building codes, 
and from there other security measures are added.  As a way to bridge that 
gap this thesis will draw from and seek to integrate environmental design 
principles combined with modern day security methods to create a safe, secure, 
and nurturing environment.



“If there’s a lesson in streetwatching it is that people 
do like basics -- and as environments go, a street that 
is open to the sky and filled with people and life is a 
splendid place to be.”
            -william whyte
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Sketch Problem

properties of styrofoam:     lightweight
     used for packaging / insulation
     static
     some flexibility
problems of styrofoam: messy
     non-recyclable
     non-biodegradable

thesis problem:   how security through environmental design  
     can be an element that is incorporated more  
     into the design process.

            styrofoam - insulation           v.     security - barrier

                      insulation as a barrier  
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closed

open

open



“there must be eyes upon the street, eyes belonging 
to those we might call the natural proprietors of the 
street.” 
                -jane jacobs



research development
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Defensible Space

the work of oscar newman and his theory of defensible space in the early 
1970’s is a contributing factor for those principles that were later 
developed by cpted.  the basis of his theory was rooted in the interaction 
between individuals and their surrounding environment, more specifically 
their environment becoming defensible space.  newman, who was an architect, 
developed this model based on social control and crime prevention 
through social environments.  defensible space is theory in which residents 
can be involved to reduce criminal activity; physical space constructs, 
streets, and grounds are all areas in which residents can work together 
with the common goal of eliminating criminal activity through creating 
an instance of defensible space within the neighborhood.  similar to some 
of the principles earlier discussed pertaining to cpted, newman’s theory 
describes a process of environmental design in which image, surveillance, and 
territory reinforcement play a large role in the manner in which residents 
can create a defensible space.  newman’s theory evolved out of a study in 
which he compared crime rates in high rise housing developments to low 
rise developments.  through his research, newman discovered that within 
the confines of high-rise housing, individuals were unable to gain a sense of 
individuality or identity.  the surveillance techniques of identifying suspicious 
individuals as potential threats was not able to exist because the place and 
the people there had little interaction and no identity, some criminals were 
able to blend in with the surroundings and many of these complexes proved 
to be unsafe.  newman compared the findings within high-rise developments to 
those of low rise complexes and found that in most cases the exact opposite 
occurred, some groups of individuals were usually able to create an identity 
within their neighborhood, and these elements worked to control and maintain 
the social norms of the neighborhood (newman, 1972).
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“defensible space is real and symbolic barriers, strongly defined areas of in-
fluence, and improved opportunities for surveillance - that combine to bring an 
environment under the control of its residents.”
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The Death and Life of Great American Cities

in her book, “the death and life of great american cities” jane jacobs, 
addresses how a sidewalk and a feeling of safety relate to one another.  the 
sidewalk serves the purpose of designating an area of travel for individuals 
whether familiar or strangers to the area.  jacobs addresses the fact that the 
sidewalk identifies a demarcation between public and private space, it stresses 
the environmental design element of reinforcing territorality, clearly 
distinguishing between the different spaces.  

jacobs in particular identifies that there are differences between the purpose 
of a sidewalk in a residential setting and that same sidewalk present amongst 
a high rise development.  in theory, the understanding is that in the residential 
setting there are always “eyes on the street.”  she talks about this using the 
example of children playing on the sidewalk, a person would feel comfortable 
leaving their children to play outside while they ran inside for a moment 
because there are always many other people who are watching the street, 
people around the area watch out for one another, and as a result individuals 
have the confidence to rely on each other.  this element is usually lacking 
with the development of the high rise housing, the “eyes on the street” are no 
longer on the street because of the shift in the housing setting.  by moving 
people up into complexes that same surety that is present in the residential 
housing setting is lacking among high rise complexes.  because of the 
confidence that exists among the residential setting, jacobs addresses the 
fact that strangers on the street are welcome, because everyone looks out 
for one another, that street is “well equipped to handle strangers.”

“once a street is well equipped to handle strangers, once it has 
both a good, effective demarcation between private and pub-
lic spaces and has a basic supply of activity and eyes, the more 
strangers the merrier.”    
                  -jane jacobs
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residential housing

high - rise housing

“eyes on the street”
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crime prevention through environmental design (cpted)

cpted

natural surveillance

territorial reinforcement

access control

offensive space

defensive space

maintenance

activity support

design guidelines

current security

historical security

cpted is a concept that grew out of the work of oscar newman’s defensible 
space and was developed by security professionals and architects alike.  the 
approach combines elements of historical and modern day security measures 
and establishes guidelines to designing security elements using environmental 
factors.
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natural surveillance encompasses the idea of the “see and be seen” theory, 
in which visibility is maximized within a space.  the way that the building, 
landscaping, pathways, lighting, and other critical elements are laid out 
provide the user maximum visibility when using the space.  the objective is that 
seeing everyone and being seen at all times helps diminish the opportunity for 
crime in a given area.

territorial reinforcement means that public and private spaces are clearly 
distinguished in a space.  by properly distinguishing between these spaces it 
reduces the opportunity for crime because offenders are less likely to travel 
into areas that seem to be more private to the everyday user.  ownership also 
begins to play a factor in reducing crime because individuals gain this sense 
when they are familiar with the public spaces that they occupy.

access control deals with the element of properly moving people through a 
space, again by distinguishing what is private and public space.  pathways play a 
key role in access control as they move people through a space, by doing so 
the opportunity for a criminal attack is lessened because they are often seen 
as an intrudor because of the demarcations between public and private.  

creating offensive and defensive space pertains to the overall concept of 
cpted.  it’s about creating an environment in which the overall risk and threat 
of crime is lessened because of how the building and environmental elements 
are laid out.

maintenance refers to the idea that a positive appearance will attract a postive 
perception and vice versa.  this theory ties in with the “broken window theory” 
meaning that if one broken window is allowed to exist in an area, it is a matter 
of time before others foster in the area.

activity support places activities in a given area in places that lessen the risk 
for a threat or criminal activity.  it places these activities in areas that are 
well seen by others on the site. 
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Environmental Design Principles

Natural Surveillance Territorial REinforcement           Access             Control
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          Access             Control Maintenance Activity Support



“I would give all my fame for a pot of ale and safety.”
         -william shakespeare



precedent studies
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Covenant House - Detroit, Mi

the covenant house is a non-profit organization that focuses on helping the 
homeless youth between the ages of 13-22.  this organization emphasizes the 
importance of protecting homeless youth in detroit and providing them with the 
opportunities that are lacking in order to get them back on their feet.  the michigan 
location developed from a small storefront location as it was determined that 
a location really was needed in detroit because of the number of youth that 
were homeless.  the facility offers short and long term stay for individuals that 
are homeless and while they are staying at the facility they are working towards 
receiving an education that they may have lacked or developing important career 
training skills.  this organization also works with other organizations to help those 
individuals who suffer from other illnesses, addictions, or affiliations.  they operate 
2 schools in the detroit area that allow individuals to work toward receiving a high 
school education and through the job training, many of the people who complete the 
program are hired back or volunteer time to continue working at the organization.

through meeting with one of the directors of the facility, she was able to identify 
some important security measures that are critical when providing services in which 
community or neighborhood well being are at stake.  some of the internal security 
issues that have arisen among the people staying in the shelter include conflicts 
between different members including, theft, fighting and sexual misconduct which 
are all activities not permitted.  to combat these problems the covenant house has 
implemented security cameras in all of the hallways of the residence halls as well as 
require individuals to lock their rooms.  externally the entire campus which occupies 
approximately a block, is surrounded by a fence that has 2 guarded enterances at 
either end of the facility.  people who come and leave the organization are stricly 
monitored, the director stated that the security is a very vital part because of the 
involvement of activities that individuals could have been engaged in before entering 
the facility.  for example, they have had problems with youth members who are 
working on turning their lives around, who previously were engaged in gang activity, 
having others members outside come looking for them. this study and interaction has 
allowed me to idetify some of the security issues that can arise when providing for a 
community organization.
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locations:
california
alaska
florida
georgia
honduras
mexico
michigan
missouri
new jersey
new york
new orleans
texas
pennsylvania
toronto
vancouver
washington dc
nicaragua
guatemala
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Homeboy Industries - Los Angeles, Ca

homeboy industries is a shelter that assists formerly at - risk gang members 
and rehabilitates them back into the community.  the center was started by 
fr. greg boyle in the late 1980’s, and has since transformed itself into the 
leading rehabilitation center for youth gang members.  homeboy offers many 
services that educate and rehabilitate these members to help them turn their 
lives around and get away from any gang activity that they previously engaged 
in.  

the important aspect of how homeboy industries has operated in the past is 
how successful it has been in correcting the lives of many gang members.  this 
program precedent is a model in the manner in which fr. greg understood the 
problem with gangs in los angeles, and placed an intervention directly in the 
heart of the problem.  the first facility that homeboy occupied was an old 
warehouse in which was surrounded by boarded up buildings and was subject 
to violence because of its location.  as a way to combat the violence of the 
area all of the security bars were replaced with large panels of bullet proof 
glass and this became the starting place of the facility.  when it came time 
to re-design the facility many of the former gang members were involved in 
the process as a way to ensure that their voices were heard and their ideas 
considered into the design.  

the program is successful not only in the manner in which its location places 
itself directly in the problem, but also because of the many services that it 
offers to rehabilitate those at risk individuals.  the program offers education, 
classes, legal services, meetings, and tattoo removal to ensure that those 
people are successfully integrated back into society with all of the skills 
that they will need to succeed.  homeboy industries takes the approach that 
this thesis will take in the aspect of placing an intervention where there is a 
problem and also by offering all of the programs necessary to ensure the 
individuals succeed with their training and throughout the process.
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Neighborhood Watch Programs

neighborhood watch programs are community iniatiated programs in which 
members of communities join together to reduce crime in their neighborhoods.  
this is done by these citizens being the “eyes and ears” of the streets, they 
work together to look out for one another and work closely with law 
enforcement to reduce crime that exists in their neighborhoods.  

these programs are not new ideas, however they have had growing interest 
and presence in neighborhoods.  the program requires the citizens of the 
neighborhood to do nothing more than look out for the well being of the 
neighborhood and of the other residents and they do the same.  

in order to understand the success that neighborhood watch programs have 
had i examined the city of lakewood, colorado.

effectiveness of watch program:  year 2010 

crime in watch areas [jan-aug] 2010

- burglaries: 638 city total - 11% in watch areas
- auto thefts: 360 city total - 11% in watch areas
- vehicle break-ins: 876 city total - 13% in watch areas

the city saw a reduction in the number of crimes that were committed in 
neighborhoods that had watch programs in place as compared to those 
neighborhoods that did not.  
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Anti Precedent - Gated Communities

gated communities are not a new trend, however they are continually gaining 
popularity.  it can be said that very early on, castles and royal families lived 
under gated circumstances because of the need for security that they 
possessed, including drawbridges and moats.  however, the gated communities 
that exist today have a common goal and that is to keep people inside the gates 
protected from crimes as it occurs outside.  the theory is that by segregating 
people inside of the gates and monitoring persons who enter and exit, the 
possibility of crime is diminished.

the approach that gated communities take to keep people safe is the exact 
opposite of the goals of this thesis.  the approach taken is one that 
segregates a group of people by providing many of the day-to-day activities 
within the gates and what is really created is an instance in which there is a 
lack of interaction between the inside and the outside of the gates.  these 
communities are surrounded by a fence and also incorporate other security 
measures including guarded gates, security cameras, and in some cases safety 
personal.  by offering so many amentities within the gates an atmosphere is 
created that allows residents to live and play within the same complex, not 
having to leave the gates.

the perception is that because of the gates that surround these communities 
they are safer than residential housing outside of the gates.  studies show 
however, that crime reduction is very little if any inside of the gates compared 
to that ouside of the gates.  for example, the city of miami reports that “some 
forms of crime such as car theft are reduced, at least immediately after the 
streets are closed. however, data indicates that the long-term crime rate 
is at best only marginally altered (Blakely, 1995).”  the gates that surround 
these communities really offer residents a perceived sense of safety because 
they are enclosed, however statistically they are nearly as safe as residents 
outside of the gates.
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“a portion of the central area of the street has
been completely closed to traffic...crime has almost
been eliminated...concern for maintenance and safety
of the street appears to be universally shared
by residents.”
          -oscar newman



sense of safety survey
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Sense of Safety Survey

as a way to gain insight into how people perceived safety within an area, i conducted a 
survey on the campus of the university of detroit mercy, in which i surveyed approximately 
80 students male and female with a dominant age range between 20-25.  the questions asked 
pertained directly to the campus and feelings about the traditional security measures 
that are currently enacted on campus, including the fence, campus security, security 
cameras, and the existing lighting and pathways defined through the campus.  i also directed 
questions pertaining to environmental design elements that could be incorporated and if 
the perceived safety would be changed by incorporating elements of environmental design 
including, surveillance, defining paths, lighting and landscaping.  

does complete visibility in a space, or the idea of seeing everything/everyone and being seen, 
make that space feel:
  more welcoming   indifferent
  less welcoming   other
do environmental design elements such as landscaping, lighting, pathways, make a space:
  more welcoming   indifferent
  less welcoming   other
does the presence of individuals walking around on campus make that area feel:
  more welcoming   indifferent
  less welcoming   other
does the fence that surrounds campus give you a sense of:
  security
  disconnection from the surrounding neighborhoods
  isolation    indifferent
  other
does the presence of landscaping including: trees, flowers, benches, or pathways give a 
greater sense of safety then when these elements are not present:
  yes
  no     *indifferent
do paths or walkways that are not well maintaind, overgrown, and broken make you feel:
  curious    indifferent
  fearful    other
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Sense of Safety Survey
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male analysis:

the results from the males 
surveyed indicated that all of the 
environmental design elements that 
were included in the survey made a 
particular space more welcoming 
or more appealing.

70% feel that complete visibility 
within a space makes it more 
welcoming

96% feel that environmental design 
elements would make a space more 
welcoming

80% feel that the presence of 
individuals occupying a space makes 
it more welcoming

70% feel that the fence around 
campus gives a sense of isolation 
and seclusion from the outside

55% feel that walkways fallen into 
disrepair invoke a curious reaction

female analysis:

similar to the males, the females 
that participated in the survey 
indicated that environmetal design 
elements included in the survey, 
would make a space feel safer and 
more welcoming.

80% feel that complete visibility 
within a space makes it more 
welcoming

90% feel that environmental desgin 
elements would make a space more 
welcoming

96% feel that the presence of 
individuals occupying a space makes 
it more welcoming

60% feel that the fence around 
campus creates a disconnection 
between inside and outside

60% feel that walkways fallen into 
disrepair invoke a curious reaction
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to conclude the results of the survey, it was interesting to see how different 
elements of security changed how people perceived safety within a location.  
modern day security measures, while aimed at keeping people safe and free from 
danger, in some cases do just the opposite.  having heightened security meausres 
in some cases give people the sense that they are more prone to experience an 
event that would put them in harms way.  it was also very interesting to see the 
similarities and differences between how male and females perceive safety in 
a space.  one example in particular, was the number of people who felt that 
the fence that surrounds campus is more of a negative barrier, disconnecting 
them from outside the gates, then it is seen as a protective measure.  to relate 
to the goals of this thesis it was informative to see how people felt about how 
environmental design can change how safety is perceived.  environmental design 
principles such as those this thesis will build off of, make a person feel safer 
than when these elements are not present.  defining pathways, distinguishing 
between public and private, landscaping, lighting, and visibility all play a factor 
in how one perceives a space in which they engage.  



“public and private spaces cannot ooze into each 
other...there must be a clear demarcation between 
whatis public space and what is private space.”
                -jane jacobs



site selection
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Site Selection

defining location

for the circumstance that would be ideal for this thesis project, i directed my 
attention to focusing on detroit as an area for the site.  the idea was to find 
a suitable location within detroit in which a user group could be identified 
and the intervention could be enacted within that site.  the site condition 
needed to be an area that was in need of an intervention, and one that allowed 
environmental design techniques to be designed on the site.  as discussed 
early, detroit can be seen as providing an edge condition on the basis that the 
city borders another country.  detroit is a city that has longed for a sense 
of safety and security, and in many neighborhoods in the city those elements 
are lacking.  with these conditions in mind it was important to find a location 
within the city in which that need for revitalized safety and security was 
needed.  the thesis will bridge the gap of those two elements while focusing 
on the regrowth of a neighborhood by implementing a community program.  

through a meeting with the covenant house michigan, i was directed to a 
possible site.  the area was alter rd. and jefferson on detroit’s east side.  this 
area of detroit is unique in how it has a edge condition because of the border 
it has with grosse pointe.  the area was described as being one that was in need, 
however that need was not immediately identified.  as a way to determine what 
that need was within the site, a process of observing, engaging, and identifying 
was enacted within the location. 
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alter rd
.

jefferson

jefferson
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Defining Boundaries

after visiting the site at alter rd. and jefferson, it was clear to see that 
the neighborhood was in need, however that particular need still had not 
been identified.  as a way to contain the large neighborhood boundaries 
were established in which would mark the neighborhood that i would focus 
my investigations.  the boundaries were jefferson, alter rd., mack ave. and 
chalmers.  by defining these boundaries i was able to focus on the portion of 
the neighborhood that was cleary in need of a community intervention.  

this neighborhood is unique in the sense that alter rd. is a bordering condition 
with grosse pointe, and the two cities although closely linked to one another, 
are very seperate.  the neighborhood within the boundaries is very vacant, 
many of the residential homes have been abondoned and lie vacant and run 
down.  however the interesting aspect is how dense the housing is just 
opposite alter rd. in grosse pointe.  the housing in the boundaries are very 
sparse and some of them are nothing more than shells or remanents of an 
existing neighborhood.  

after defining boundaries within the neighborhood, two potential sites were 
investigated and analyzed further.  both of the sites offered the possibility 
that a program could be implemented into the areas.  the potential sites were 
chosen because of the proximity they shared to the busier defining lines, all 
while both of them felt very distant in nature.  both of the sites chosen had 
been largely impacted by vacant land and vacant homes, and offered great 
possibility in utilizing these elements as a way to revitalize the neighborhood 
as a whole.  
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Potential Site 1

the first potential site with-
in the defined boundaries 
was located between philip 
and marlborough st. 2 blo-
cks from mack ave.  the site
encompasses a vacant over-
grown area from one street 
to the other.  the site is 
currently being used for 
nothing more than a dumping 
ground of trash, building 
materials, and reminiscent 
objects that remind one 
of what used to occupy the 
site.  only one home still ex-
ists within the boundaries of 
the site, and it is really just 
part of a shell from what 
the home used to be.  surro-
unding the site is a mix of vacant and occupied homes, and a mix of business 
along the mack ave. corridor.  

the benefits of this site include its potential to occupy not only the area 
between the two streets, but also to extend beyond the immediate boundaries 
because of the number of vacant homes and lots that surround it.  occupying 
this site would allow a program to be integrated into the surrounding 
community and to connect to the existing conditions of residential homes and 
businesses along mack.  the goal of the thesis to place an intervention into an 
area of need would be suitable in this location because of the benefits that it 
offers that would work as a means to improving the neighborhood.  
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view of site from marlborough towards philip

view of the site between the streets
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Final Site

the second site within the 
defined boundaries and that
which was chosen for the 
final site, is located betwe-
en philip and manistique
a half of a block off of 
jefferson.  although this
site has a close proximity
to the busy jefferson and 
alter rd. intersection, it 
really feels very distant in
nature.  the site does not 
feel very busy and loud as
does jefferson, it is just the
opposite it is very quite, and 
in some respects feels 
disconnected because of 
the condition that the neigh-
borhood has fallen into.

the site currently offers similar possibilities as the previous site, however 
this site has many more connections that can be made to incorporate the 
surrounding community and integrate it into the proposed intervention.  
again, similiar to the first site, this site is really nothing more than a 
dumping ground for trash, concrete, and other miscellaneous building 
materials.  the site also reveals hidden elements that speak to a school 
that used to be on the site. this site allows the possiblity to spread 
across both sides of the street and to incorporate many different 
elements into the design.  the disconnect from the neighborhood and 
the many features that present themselves on the site make it suitable 
location for the community intervention that this thesis will propose. 
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reminiscent of the previous functions of the site, many hidden elements of the 
school are still visible on the site.  portions of fence still surround parts of 
the site, however now they have become integrated parts of the site with the 
nature of the overgrown elements.  parts of walkways and roads subtly reveal 
themselves throughout the site as well.  there is also a run down park that 
lies across manistique, the park, similiar to the site has been abondoned, run 
down, and offers the possibility of being incorporated into the design process.  

view of site from philip towards manistique

view of park across manistique
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site

detroit
merit 
academy

crossroads

vacant church

vacant apartment

vacant homes

vacant park

as was previously stated this site has many elements within close proximity 
that will be incorporated into the program design.  along with the abondoned 
park directly across the street, next to the vacant site is a vacant church and 
many vacant homes, one of which is located directly on the site.  although 
there are some occupied homes surrounding the site, many of the residents 
have left the area and homes have fallen into disrepair.  by incorporating 
all of these elements into the design, the intervention will aim to repair the 
neighborhood that as a whole has suffered from disrepair and abondonment.  

Final Site
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Final Site 

figure ground map
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“a well-used city street is apt to be a safe
street... a deserted city street is apt to be 
unsafe.”
               -jane jacobs



engaging community
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...”the two biggest things that this neighborhood 
needs is a place for the youth to hang out and 
play, and also a program to deal with the drugs in 
the area.”

...”this area has a problem with drugs, as 
well as a lack of amentities for the chil-
dren of the area.”

...”i want somewhere to hang 
out and play after school.”

Engaging Community
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once the neighborhood had been chosen for the program, i began a process 
of observing and engaging with the community in order to establish and 
identify who the user groups of the area would be.  like was previously stated, 
by analyzing the neighborhood it was clear that the neighborhood had been 
devastated by vacant properties and was in need of an intervention.  once i 
began engaging with community members and residents, two immediate problems 
were presented within the neighborhood.  several residents of the community 
identified that there was a large drug problem in the area as well as a lack of 
youth friendly amentities.  

one resident of the area identified that there were known houses, many 
of which were vacant homes that were being used as drug houses.  he also 
revealed that the lack of amentities has had an effect on the youth of the area.  
he worked at a strip mall located on the corner of alter and mack and has 
experienced many occasions in which children have been playing in the parking 
lot because they have no where else to go after school or on the weekends. 

based on the initial observations and engagements of the site, i determined that 
a substance abuse facility and a youth center would be an intervention that 
would help revitalize this neighborhood.  as a way to futher solitify how these 
programs would work together with one another, i located a school near the 
site and used a process of interviewing teachers and students to find what 
types of programs would benefit the area the most. 
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Engaging Community

detroit merit charter academy is located on alter rd. approximately a block 
away from the site.  i interviewed a group of teachers from the school as a 
way to find out not only what programs would be beneficial to have in a youth 
center, but also to find out if the drug problem of the area had affected any 
students within the school.  they were able to identify to me that drugs in fact 
are involved in some of the students families, and that it would be beneficial to 
offer services that helped those families re-build.  it was also discovered that 
the school had no preventative drug programs in place and just had been iden-
tified the size of the school prevents it from offering recreational activities 
that reach beyond the students education.  through meeting with 
   teachers i was able to identify how these programs would
      work together with one another to provide appropriate        
        drug prevention programs and also educational and   
          recreatiional activities for the kids in the area.  
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- within the boundaries that i have defined to focus on there are no amentities for 
the kids, whether it be educational programs, areas to play, or sport activities.

“there is nothing within those boundaries.”

-identified that security is an issue on the campus of the school, theft of school 
and personal property is a regular issue.

“if a path were provided, it would be safe for students to walk to the 
center immediately after school, but only becasue of the increased 

number of people around the school at the time.”

- currently offer some after school programs and clubs, however due to the size 
of the school, there is no gym so there are no sports programs offered at the 

school.

-estimate that a large number of students would use and would benefit from ser-
vices and activities provided at the youth center.

-are aware that “there are many students in the school who live with rel-
atives other than parents because of substance abuse in the families.”

- currently there are no drug prevention programs within the school, but feel 
that it would be a beneficial program to have, to better educate the students 

about the effects of drug use.
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Engaging Community

 
What types of recreational activities would you like to have at a youth 
center? 
 ____ Indoor Basketball,  

____ Indoor volleyball 
____ Indoor swimming pool 
____ Skate park 
____ Tennis Courts 
____ Running Track 
____ Gardening 
Other_________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 

 
Are there any educational activities that you would like to be able to 
engage in outside of school? 

 
____ Drug prevention 
____ Counseling 
____ Religious education 
____ Reading room 
____ Computer lab 
____ Art center 
Other_________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 

 
If there was at least one activity that you were interested in, how often 
do you feel you would use the facility? 
  

Before school 
 After school 
 Weekends  
 

with the establishment of a 
youth center being one of the 
programs provided, i surveyed 
some students from detroit 
merit academy as a way to 
understand not only how 
many would use the youth 
center, but also what types of 
recreational and educational 
activities would be the most 
beneficial for the center.  
although there was a wide 
range of responses based on 
the recreational activities, i 
was really surprised by the 
number of students who 
wanted eductional activities 
incorporated as well.  the 
most surprising still, was 
the number of students who 
would like to have drug 
prevention courses and 
counseling available to them.  
these results solitified that 
the two programs i had chosen 
really will be able to work 
with one another to rebuild 
families that had been torn 
apart due to substance abuse.  
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results from the students that were surveyed indicated:
approximately 78% of students would use the center after school
approximately 65% of students would use the center on the weekends
approximately 30% of students would use the center before school

responses for recreational activities



“Don't fight forces, use them.”
                                                                    - R. Buckminster Fuller



program identification
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this diagram depicts the way in which the programs for the neighborhood were 
established.  through a process of locating a neighborhood, observing, and 
engaging the community, is was evident that the neighborhood suffered from a 
large drug problem and lacked amentities necessary for the youth.

the first part of the program to be implemented is a substance abuse facility.  
the facility aims to take a all inclusive approach to rehabilitating drug 
offenders by offering all steps and programs necessary to ensure successful 
completion.  the facility is broken down into four main components, each one 
serving different steps along the process to rehabilitation.  the first step is 
to identify, meaning that individual patients will be evaluated and a program 
will be tailored to fit their unique circumstance.  the second step in the 
process is to treat the addiction, again this step is based on the individually 
tailored programs and aims to treat the areas in which are needed, including 
repeat offenders, and treating the family in the instance that it is a family 
addiciton.  the next step in the process is to prevent the chance of relapse by 
offering proper educational and prevention programs that also ensure that 
individuals are successfully rehabilitated through the process.  the final 
step in the process involves providing continued education once the program 
is complete, again to prevent the chance of relapse.  the facility will offer 
continued education and support, meetings, therapy, and transitional housing 
options that will focus of rebuilding family structure that has been lost due 
to addictions in the family.  the overall goal of the process is to see that each 
individual has a specific program in place that treats their circumstance and 
offers step by step guidance through the process.  

the diagram on the next page depicts this process step by step in further detail, 
expaining what each of the four steps in the process will encompass.  
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Youth Center

the second part of the program is to provide a youth center for the kids in 
the area because of the lack of amentities that are currently offered in the 
neighborhood.  it is also important to understand that the neighborhood 
already has a problem with drugs, and with a lack of amentities and drug 
prevention programs, there is a very high risk that the youth of the area can 
become involved in drug activity.  

the youth center has two main components to the objective that it will serve.  
the first component again is to identify the problems that the youth of the 
area face because they lack proper drug education and safe havens for play 
outside of school.  it is also going to be a very important goal that this center 
work with the substance abuse facility in which kids with drug addiction in 
their families will be treated to assure family structure is rebuilt.  the second 
component is providing the youth center.  the center will consist of both 
educational and recreational activities for not only the students of detroit 
merit academy but also for the youth of the area.  drug prevention will be 
incorporated into the center as a way to educate kids about the effects of 
drugs and to prevent that road.  the overall goal of the youth center is to 
educate kids about the effects of drug use, treat kids with addiction in their 
families and to provide them clean, safe, fun areas to gather.  

the diagram on the next page describes the two components of the youth 
center and the elements that each will incorporate.  
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clean........safe........fun

Youth Center

the existing vacant park that lies across the street from the site in which the substance abuse 
facility will occupy will be revived and incorporated into the design for the youth center.  the 
park will house outdoor recreational activities for the youth in the area.  the park currently 
is nothing more than two overgrown and broken basketball courts in which will alternative 
activities will occupy with the growth of the youth center.  
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security as the site currently stands is an issue, so as the teachers from detroit merit 
academy identified it will be necessary for a path to be provided so that students have a 
safe route to travel to and from the youth center.  keeping in mind that the objective of 
these two programs is to design a safe and secure intervention using environmental design 
elements, this diagram is a study of how traditional walls and paths can be created by 
incorporating alternate activities into the function they serve.  instead of simply walling of 
the path, the walls become instances in which kids can experience art, out of the traditional 
manner, by using graffeti.  this is a study of how recreational activities that will be 
incorporated in the youth center can also influence the path provided for the students.
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+ =

Re-build Family

as a way to find out more about elements crucial to substance abuse facilities i 
consulted a substance abuse facility.  the facility was able to identify security 
needs that must be present in these facilities, internal and external security.  
they also identified how important it is to treat addiction as a family disease, 
its not about treating just those individuals with the addiction.  to accomplish 
this aspect within this thesis, transitional housing will be made available 
along with the family conseling and services.  transitional housing will focus 
on allowing families to re-build their family structure, one that was lost due 
to the addiction.  this facility will not only treat the drug users but also 
those in the family who the addiction has affected.  

“We strongly believe that addiction is a family disease.”

“i’ve had students come up and tell me, 
“i want my family back.”
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“Those independent transitional housing options 
are no longer available and we find that this has 
had a severe adverse impact on the recovery of 

many of our outpatient folks.”



“the thing to understand is that the problem
of insecurity cannot be solved by spreading
people out more thinly.”
                -jane jacobs



Schematic Design
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Program Layout

continued
  education prevent

treat

identify

provide

Based on the steps that I had identified for the treatment of the Substance 
Abuse Center and the steps for the Youth Center, as a way to study the rela-
tionships with one another I broke the steps down into the individual specified 
functions within each component.  By doing so I was able to understand the 
relationship that different functions within the programs had with one anoth-
er and to get an understanding of how to lay out the interior spaces before 
committing to site restrictions.  This study allowed me to understand which 
components of the seperate programs needed to have interaction and which 
elements needed to be seperated between the two.  It was important to iden-
tify the relationships because the ultimate goal is that these two programs 
although serving seperate needs will work together for the common good of 
the neighborhood. 
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Security Analysis

this diagram depicts the way in which modern day security measures are 
implemented on a site.  although this is an extreme example, it depicts how 
elements we rely on to achieve safety can clutter the building environments.  
fences, cameras, and guards are commonly used as methods that allow users 
to perceive an environment as safe.  
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this diagram depicts the method in which this thesis will take in creating a safe 
and secure environment.  instead of relying soley on add-on security devices, 
this thesis will use the surrounding environment as a means of achieving 
safety.  defined paths, maintained landscaping and visibility within a site reduce 
the risk that crime can occur by reducing the opportunities that offenders 
have within a space, thus creating a safe and secure environment. 
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Security Analysis

after analyzing the differences in the security approach, add-on security 
versus environmental security, i created an initial massing model as a 
method to begin to implement and study different approaches to the 
established principles.  using the model the first principle that was studied 
was access control.  this was done by laying out beginning building forms 
and placing pathways throughout the site as a method to effectively 
transport persons through the space.  territoriality was studied at the 
same time as access control because of the relationship that they have with 
one another.  using the paths were placed onto the site the shift was then 
to study how elements such as landscaping can be used to create buffer 
zones, or areas that distinguish between the public pathways and the private 
areas of the site.

the initial form that was analyzed for this study was generated around 
the principle of natural surveillance.  as was stated this is one of the 
most important principles when designing an environment, visibility plays a 
crucial role in successful environmental design.  the idea is that designing 
different push and pull elements of building design will allow for natural 
surveillance to occur because of the increased number of views and 
directions that are generated.  along the lines of surveillance is activity 
support, which relies on visibility to be successfully integrated.  using 
the same principles of vision pertaining to surveillance, activity spaces 
were placed on the site to begin to see which locations on the site would 
be most appropriate to place activities so that they would be utilizing the 
other integral principles. 
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ACCESS CONTROL TERRITORIALITY

ACTIVITY SUPPORTSURVEILLANCE
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site plan - scale 1” = 60’

Schematic Design

due to the approach of environmental design as the security method, the 
site plan was generated in unison with the building form.  using the security 
analysis that was previously done, the plans of the building reflect the 
principles that have been established as design guidelines.  the placement on 
the site for each building, the generated form, as well as the placement of site 
activities follow the environmental principles for achieving safety through 
the environment.  the site plan highlights the connections that were made as 
well, including renovating the exisiting basketball courts as well as providing 
a path for the students from the school.  
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third floor - scale 3/64” = 1”

second floor - scale 3/64” = 1”

first floor - scale 3/64” = 1”

basement  floor

 
scale 3/64” = 1”

typical residential room

the floor plans that were created for 
the schematic design of both programs 
followed the individual steps that were 
created for the process.  although all 
elements were not completely detailed 
out, the first floor of the substance 
abuse center contained the identify and 
prevent steps to the process, and the 
second and third floors would be the 
treatment aspects of the process.  the 
treatment floors contained 25 inpatient 
private rooms as well as all supplemen-
tary programs for the rehabilitation 
process.  similarly the youth center was 
designed around the steps as well with 
the identifying and providing steps to the 
process contained within a two story 
multi-purpose gymnasium as well as  
spaces for educational functions.   
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Schematic Design

the final schematic design for the designated programs were an exploration 
in which materials, site planning and function, environmental security, and 
building form were all explored.  because of the residential feeling of the 
neighborhood, the material palette that was chosen for the substance abuse 
center was a stone exterior and using bolt-on aluminum perforated panels to 
attach to the façade in the more public functions of the building.  the youth 
center was a two story multi-purpose gymnasium with a mix of educational 
resources located within.  the structure of the gymnasium was column and 
truss to allow for ribbon window along the top for natural day lighting. 

with this design all of the security analysis that had been done was 
implemented into the surrounding environments of both facilities.  access 
control was implemented by providing pathways to and from both facilities 
as well from the school to the youth center, and to the vacant church 
whose function serves as the counseling and drug prevention area for the 
youth.  public and private site functions were designated using lighting and 
landscaping.  the planning and situation of the building forms allowed for 
surveillance on the site and utilizing this principle, activities were placed 
within areas of surveillance. 
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environmental security implementation
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Schematic Design Final Model
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“The safety of the people shall be the highest law.”
                

      -Marcus Tullius Cicero



final design
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Final Design

at this point in the process, the environmental design principle that had been 
established were revisited as a way to compare what elements in the schematic 
design process had been successful and what elements had not.  natural 
surveillance, access control, territorial reinforcement, and activity were 
all elements that were carried out, however after examining the strengths 
and weaknesses of the initial design, the biggest problem was the scale of 
the proposal.  as a way to bring the project and the buildings back down to a 
residential scale, it was decided to break the buildings apart and place them 
in different locations around the site.  this method addressed the issue of 
residential scale and also strengthened the natural surveillance within the 
site because more places for activity support through surveillance were 
created within the exterior spaces created between the different buildings.  
the substance abuse treatment center was brought back down to scale by 
dropping the center from 3 stories to two stories and with the addition of an 
interior courtyard to allow for exterior space among the residents of the 
center.  the fourth step in the treatment process, continued education was 
removed from the main treatment center as a way to give some recognition 
that the people involved in that process had completed their treatment 
within the main center.  the youth center was also pulled apart into two 
separate buildings, one serving for recreational activities and the other for 
educational purposes.  These buildings work to surround the existing vacant 
park that has been revitalized into a outdoor basketball court and a skate 
park.  other elements of the neighborhood were incorporated into the design 
as well.  the existing vacant church that is located on site becomes the area 
in which counseling and drug prevention classes for the youth will be held.  
similarly the vacant home located directly on site becomes a home for the 
youth whose family’s members are located in the substance treatment center.  
as a way to complete the environmental design criteria it was decided to add a 
performance arts space 
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ACCESS CONTROL ACTIVITY SUPPORT SURVEILLANCE TERRITORIALITY

across the opposite street of the site.  this addition completes the transition 
of pathways throughout the site and tie in the different elements of the site 
design.  

the following pages show the final site design and how the elements of access 
control, activity support, natural surveillance, and territoriality were 
carried out throughout the site.  the existing site map highlights the existing 
elements of the site that were incorporated into the final design, and the 
proposed site diagram shows that connections that the seperate buildings 
have with one another.  
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Floor Plans
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Floor Plans
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North Elevation

as a way to bring the building down to the 
residential scale, the continued education 
building was designed to fit into the context 
of the neighborhood.  similar material palettes 
of brick as well as gable roofs were used as a 
transition from residential to the main centers.
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East Elevation

similarly the rear portion of the youth center 
recreational building was dropped down to 
residential scale and a similar brick palette 
was added so that the proposed buildings didn’t 
feel disconnected from the homes that still did 
exist in the neighborhood.  
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South Elevation

the main courtyard space created on the 
site utilized all of the environmental design 
principles that were established for the 
site.  pathways throughout provide transition 
through the site, marked by separation 
between public and private, and the outdoor 
activities were placed within direct views of the 
buildings. 
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West Elevation

the portion of the second floor that occups 
the inpatient rooms was designated with ipe 
wood as a way to soften the material palette.  
a private entrance opposite of the courtyard 
space was also added to give the residents of 
the treatment center a private setting.
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Section through Resident Rooms
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A. 

Substance Abuse Treatment

Family Entrance
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Private Entrance
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A. A. 

Substance Abuse Treatment

Interior Courtyard
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with the emphasis that the two separate programs would work together with 
the objective of rebuilding families that had suffered from substance abuse, a 
separate family entrance was created off of the main exterior space in order 
to ensure that treatment became a family process.  a private entrance for the 
residents of the treatment center was added on the opposite side of the building 
as a way to give a private entrance for those entering and exiting the center.  both 
of the entrances also incorporate down sloping roofs to create an intimate 
feeling to both entrances of the center.  after much research into substance 
abuse, one of the most important elements that i discovered was the importance 
of creating an environment that felt home like in nature for the individuals that 
would occupy the center.  to address this issue the main material chosen for the 
treatment center was a tan limestone exterior and as a way to ground the building 
a slate stone was added to the foundation of the building.  ipe wood was used as 
a material to soften both of the entrances of the center and was also used to 
wrap the inpatient rooms located on the second floor of the center.  the 2-story 
curtain wall that overlooks the main exterior space utilizes the concept of 
natural surveillance to ensure that eyes are always watching out into the space.  
the glass also serves the purpose of allowing a connection to the outdoors 
for those residents in the center.  the objective of this treatment center is not 
to segregate those individuals within the treatment center, but rather to use 
the building form and materials to integrate the users within to the exterior 
environment.  overall, the materials that were chosen are intended to make 
the residents of the center feel like they are in an environment not completely 
separate from their home, in order to ensure they can continue their sober living 
once the process has been completed.  the interior courtyard space was added 
to the treatment center to give the residents an exterior space to occupy at 
all times.  because of the intense atmosphere that can be created when treating 
substance abuse it is important to offer residents a connection to the outside, 
but the safety and security still must be maintained within the center.
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B. 

Youth Center

revitalized park
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B. Interior Multi-purpose gymnasium
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Youth Center

besides providing a safe environment for the youth center, the main elements that were 
incorporated were the path that runs from the school to the center and also revitalizing the 
existing vacant park that was located on site.  Through the survey that was conducted with the 
students at the school, the decision was made to revamp one of the exterior basketball courts 
and to convert the other into a skate park.  the recreational building that houses a multi-purpose 
gymnasium and supporting functions, is a 2 story tall building with pre-cast concrete panels 
utilized for the exterior façade.  as a way to make the building more playful because of its function, 
colored concrete panels were added to the façade as well; and to tie in with the substance 
treatment center, ipe wood was used along the street façade to cover 3 one-story pullouts that 
served as benches for the interior of the gym.  the roof for the gym was also designed to be playful 
and incorporated a series of 3-sloped roofs with glass to allow for natural day lighting from the 
south.  as a way to deal with the michigan weather and also to keep with the playful nature of the 
building design, rain troughs were designed to contain rainwater and to dump the water off of the 
roof of the building into landscaped areas below between the 3 pullouts.  the education building 
located opposite of the exterior functions was designed using similar material palettes.  the 
second story of the building created an overhang for a covered patio below for people to gather 
and view the outdoor functions.  a balcony was also implemented on the second level for exterior 
viewing.  as a way to create separation along the pathway extending from the school to the youth 
center, instead of putting up a wall or fence, perforated metal panels were utilized to form a wall 
with openings that separated the path from the occupied homes.  art was one of the activities to 
take place in the youth center, so to engage the exterior of the site and to create an alternative 
art usage the wall is engaged by becoming an active wall for graffiti art by the students of the 
youth center.  bollards were also used to give demarcation between the street and the exterior 
functions of the youth center. 

as a way to complete the transition through the site and to extend the environment into the 
community even further, a outdoor performing arts space was added across the opposite street 
of the youth center.  the orientation of the performance space was derived to face away from 
two occupied homes that are behind it.  it is a small performance space that incorporates all of 
the elements of environmental design surrounding it.  the performance space is intended to serve 
function to the youth center and also to extend the connection that the environment makes into 
reviving the neighborhood through safety and security. 
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D. 

Performace Arts Space
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Achieving Environmental Security
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Public Gathering
This aerial view of the site highlights all of the environmental security 
principles that were implemented onto the site.  The principles access control, 
activity support, natural surveillance, and territorial reinforcement were 
all implemented into different areas within the site and work together with 
one another as a means to achieve safety and security for the users among 
the site.  “Public Gathering” refers to a canopy structure that was designed 
to be placed in the center of the main exterior space and serves the purpose 
for a small gathering or hang out place, and also is placed so that views can 
be achieved to both the skate park and basketball courts as well as to the 
performance space on the opposite side. 
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Conclusion

the main goal of this thesis was to consider how security can be an element 
that is more integral in the design process.  safety and security have a strong 
relationship with the everyday spaces that people occupy, so the challenge was 
to study the relationship and impact that security through environmental design 
can have on the built environment, and how that security can be used to revitalize 
a community in need.  as has been stated the devices that usually afford one to 
perceive a space as safe generally come in the form of fences, gates, cameras, 
and other physical devices. so the main objective was to design a space with 
safety and security as the number one goal, however challenging traditional 
security measures and designing the surrounding environment as a way to achieve 
safety and security.  

through research into the methods of achieving environmental security, it 
became evident that for this thesis to be successful in studying safety through 
environmental design that a user would need to be established and designed 
for.  the programs were ultimately chosen because of the need that had been 
identified within the community and they presented circumstances in which 
security and safety are important.  

the final design for the project was to understand how we as designers can be 
involved in the design process of security measures by integrating environmental 
features rather than relying solely on add-on security.  the project as a whole 
was successful in the manner in which a user group was identified and the 
surrounding environment was designed by implementing the design criteria that 
were established early on in the process.  through the implementation of the 
chosen programs and the integration of environmental security, the goal was to 
use this area as a way to rebuild a community that suffered.  in theory, the project 
accomplishes the goal set out for the study of this thesis, however it is my belief 
that the bridging process between safety, security and the environment can 
continue to strengthen by using environmental design to fill the voids that are 
left from traditional add-on security devices.  
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